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Representation of interests of the PhD students in physics, geophysics and meteorology
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PhD Student Council

The PhD Student Council officially represents the interests of all PhD students at the Department of Physics, based on LHG §38(7).

Work of the PhD Student Council
There is one official meeting per semester to vote on current issues but there are more opportunities to participate. We concentrate on current problems in working groups, e.g.

process of doing a doctorate
- Promotionsvereinbarung
- Promotionsordnung
- oral exam structure

working conditions
- employment vs. scholarship
- contract details
- teaching

networking of the Ph.D. students
- onboarding event

All Ph.D. students in physics/geophysics/meteorology are cordially invited to join the meetings and share their opinion and personal experience.

Contact
You have questions or suggestions? Do not hesitate to contact us!
physik-doktoranden-vorstand@lists.kit.edu

Also, our homepage provides information and additional links to many Ph.D. related topics.
https://www.khys.kit.edu/doktorandenkonvent-physik
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